Abstract


The diploma thesis is concerned with social and personal education at primary school. Its finds out competences and skills of teachers how they can carry their positive influence on their pupils expect of school environment.

Theoretical part describes personal progress of child and social education. Then types of educations by teachers we can find out there., teaching methods and teaching ´s methods implementation to the personal and social education of pupils as well.

Practical part of diploma thesis contains three methods of research. The first one is long-time watching of teachers methods of education and pupils ´s behaviour during the teaching lesson. The second one is oneself-evaluateing questionnaire for teachers. The last method includes two questionnaires for pupils and the both of them are researching popularity or unpopularity for pupils in the classroom. All questinnaires are the most important for my research because all of dates which I got together were very unexpected and somewhere suprising for me. Results are represented in tables. After tables I formed well arranged graphs where we can find out popularity and unpopularity og pupils.
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